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Check out  Food Engineering’s

upcoming webinars and an

archive of previous webinars.

Food Engineering's
webinars tackle
industry topics

This month: We speak with Kevin

Otto, senior director, community

engagement at GS1 US, for a

look ahead to how blockchain

will evolve in 2022, and how food

processors can enter and access

the global track-and-trace

system.

The Food
Engineering
Podcast Series

Food and beverage facilities are

highly regulated by both the

Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) and United States

Department of Agriculture

(USDA). And those regulations

mean everything that enters the

facilit ies must meet certain

requirements and/or standards,

from the coatings used on the

ceilings, walls and �oors, to the

linings in the process tanks.

Coating and lining
considerations for
FDA- and USDA-
regulated food and
beverage plants
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CALENDAR

Put it on the

Charlotte Convention Center, Charlotte, NC;

SNAC International, 703-836-4500 ext. 206

https://www.snaxpo.com/

Snaxpo22

March 18-20Jan. 30-Feb. 1

Rosemont Convention Center, Chicago; Private

Label Manufacturers Association, 212-972-3131

https://www.plma.com/events/plmas-

annual-private-label-trade-show

PLMA Private Label Trade Show

January 25-27

https://www.ippexpo.org/

Georgia World Conference Center, Atlanta;

U.S. Poultry & Egg Association; 678-514-1975

International Production and

Processing Expo (IPPE)

Event details are changing because of COVID-19. This information was current at the time of publication.

Photos courtesy of (from L to R): IPPE, PLMA, Snaxpo22

Hilton Denver City Center, Denver;

Prepared Foods magazine,

844-644-7449

https://www.preparedfoods.com/CPX

28-29: CPX22

April 2022

Georgia World Congress Center,

Atlanta; MHI, 704-676-1190

https://www.modexshow.com/

28-31: Modex

The M Resort, Las Vegas; Beverage

Industry magazine, 844-644-7449

www.bevops�eetsummit.com

22-24: BevOps Fleet Summit

Pointe Hilton Tapatio Cli�s Resort,

Phoenix; Snac International,

703-836-4500, ext. 201

https://snxevent.com/

 27-29: SNX

Philadelphia Convention Center,

Philadelphia, PA; PMMI, 571-612-3185

https://www.packexpoeast.com/

21-23: Pack Expo East

Boston Convention and Exhibition

Center, Boston, M; Diversi�ed

Communications, 800-803-5804

https://www.seafoodexpo.com/north

-america/

13-15: Seafood Expo

Anaheim Convention Center,

Anaheim, CA; Informa Markets,

866-458-4935

https://www.expowest.com/

8-12: Natural Products

Expo West

Clemson University, Clemson, SC;

Clemson University, 864-656-4690

https://www.clemson.edu/centers-

institutes/sonocofresh/events/inde

x.html

2-4: Sonoco FRESH Summit

March 2022

Ritz-Carlton Resort, Amelia Island,

FL; RFA, 678-426-8175

https://www.refrigeratedfoods.org

/rfa-conference-registration

20-23: Refrigerated Foods

Association (RFA) 41st Annual

Conference & Exhibition

Sacramento Convention Center,

Sacramento, CA; California Food

Producers, 916-640-8150

https://www.foodprocessingexpo.or

g/index.cfm

15-16: Food Processing

Expo 2022

February 2022
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New for 2022

MICHAEL COSTA  I  Editor-in-Chief

A new year and new opportunities are in motion for the industry, after a (sometimes) bumpy but successful 2021.

Supply chain issues—and corresponding unavailability of ingredients and materials—will hopefully wane as the year

moves forward, while sta�ng challenges will likely remain, since they were present even before the pandemic. No

real solution exists other than to increase automation and technology to compensate for a shallow labor pool.

Here at Food Engineering, a new year means a bigger, better and expanded 2022 Plant of the Year award. As I write

this, we are still taking submissions and nominations, since the deadline is February 28. You can submit your entry

(or entries) right here.

New for 2022 is a multi-tiered entry format based on total �nancial investment in a project:

Division 1: $350 million and up

Division 2: $349 million - $150 million

Division 3: $149 million - $50 million

Pilot/Test Plants: Under $50 million

From the entries, we’ll choose division winners in each tier, plus a Grand Award Winner, which will be featured as our

Plant of the Year cover story in August, along with an award presentation at our Food Automation and

Manufacturing Symposium (FA&M) in September in Miami. Also from the entries, we’ll pick a Sustainable Plant of the

Year (October cover story) and two Fabulous (FAB) Food Plants for our April and November cover stories.

Speaking of our FA&M Symposium in 2022, we’ll be back in person after two years of a virtual FA&M. Our 2022 event

promises to be the best ever, with industry leaders and top experts providing impactful keynotes, practical

education sessions, lively panel discussions and trend forecasting, plus lots of networking opportunities. To register

or become a sponsor, just click here.

The industry is poised to innovate and grow further in 2022, and Food Engineering will be here to cover it all, and

hopefully, help you anticipate and navigate around the inevitable roadblocks—large and small—that arise

throughout a calendar year. FE
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Make water conservation a part
of your business

Photo courtesy of Wayne Labs

T his mountain lake is actually a reservoir and belong s to the Susquehanna watershed in north-central Pennsylvania, which eventually feeds

into the Chesapeake Bay watershed. It provides fresh water to farms, industry and communities. 

The United Nations estimates that the global demand for water will increase 20% to 30% by 2050 to meet the food

needs of a projected population of 9.8 billion. Food and beverage companies combined with agricultural inputs use

the lion’s share of water globally, and nonpro�t organization Ceres suggests in a recent study, “Feeding Ourselves

Thirsty,” that most food companies are not taking the necessary action to reduce their demands and impacts on

freshwater resources.

The mission of Ceres is to research and transform the economy, building a sustainable future for people and the

planet. The �rm works with in�uential capital market leaders to �nd solutions to the world’s greatest sustainability

challenges.

According to Ceres’ 2021 research, a benchmark analysis of 38 food and beverage companies shows there are some

encouraging signs of progress on corporate water management; however, there is still a lot of room for

improvement.

“Food companies are lagging in taking the appropriate water action and fundamentally unprepared for a more

water-stressed world,” says Kirsten James, director of water at Ceres. “As ‘Feeding Ourselves Thirsty’ shows,

companies must move more quickly and more boldly to value water and better manage the related risks in their

direct operations and global supply chains.”

In the benchmark study, the top-scoring companies by industry are Coca-Cola (beverage), Unilever (packaged food),

Cargill (agricultural products) and Tyson Foods (meat).

“We are pleased to be this year’s top-scoring company,” says Michael Goltzman, vice president, global policy &

sustainability at Coca-Cola. “Our 2030 Water Security Strategy focuses on increasing water security for our business,

supply chain and in the communities where we operate. Importantly, we prioritize our investments based on an in-

depth understanding of water-related risks at a watershed level, contextualizing our targets to address local risks

while focusing on the water used to produce our agricultural ingredients.”

HOW THE STUDY WORKS

The study found that through overall analysis, food companies don’t have adequate practices in place across four

categories of water management, including governance structures, risk assessment, target setting and

implementation actions.

In the 2021 study, Ceres looked at how food sector companies are responding to water risks and how their

performance has changed since the �rst benchmarking research was conducted in 2015. The analysis evaluated 38

food companies in four food industry sectors with the highest exposure to water risks: agricultural products,

beverages, meat and packaged foods.

This group of food and beverage processors includes some

of the largest U.S.-based and publicly traded companies plus

a number of private and non-U.S. companies. When

comparing the water management activities of food and

beverage companies, Ceres weighs the above categories as

follows: Governance (22 points maximum achievable level),

Risk Assessment (28 points), Targets (36 points) and

Implementation (14 points). Maximum possible score is 100

points.

Key aspects of governance are corporate board oversight,

senior executive oversight, business planning and supplier

policies. Risk assessments include analysis and disclosure on

water risks for owned operations and agricultural supply

chain in high-risk watersheds. Water targets are publicly

disclosed, time-bound, quantifiable water-use reduction

goals for operations and key agricultural supply chains—and

also sustainable agricultural commitments with clear water

protection outcomes. Implementation includes educational

and direct/indirect financial support for growers and

collaborative actions to protect key high-risk watersheds.

In the benchmark study, the top scoring  companies by industry

are Coca-Cola (beverag e), Unilever (packag ed food), Carg ill

(ag ricultural products) and T yson Foods (meat).

“Food companies are lagging in taking the appropriate water action

and fundamentally unprepared for a more water-stressed world.”

—Kirsten James, director of water, Ceres

The 2021 report includes updated methodology and some changes in scoring to make sure the scores re�ect the

most relevant aspects of companies’ water risk management and align with global standards that investors rely on.

2021 COMPANY RANKS AND SCORES

The 2021 research showed steady improvements in water stewardship based on information companies supplied to

show evidence of programs and goals to increase water quality and e�ciency in their own operations and in their

supply chains. The average overall score in this year’s report was 45 points, with packaged goods and beverage

sectors achieving the highest scores, followed by agricultural and meat sectors.

This year’s top 10 were (in decreasing scores): The Coca-Cola Company (90 score), Anheuser-Busch InBev (83), Unilever

(83), Nestlé (80), Diageo (79), General Mills (79), Danone (77), PepsiCo (72), Mars (70) and Kellogg Company (69).

Among the key improvement trends, 79% of the companies’ boards have explicit oversight over sustainability-related

issues, a 44% improvement from 2017. More than half (53%) of the companies link executive compensation to water

performance goals, a 60% leap from 2019; and 42% have a watershed protection plan for their agricultural supply

chain, a 50% improvement from 2019. And, 55% of the companies provide �nancial incentives to farmers to

encourage adoption of practices to reduce water use and impact, a 60% jump from 2019.

There is still work to be done. Only a small number of companies (17) disclosed a supplier policy that includes

speci�c expectations regarding water usage and quality. Only eight companies demonstrated policies that de�ne

protocols of non-compliance. Eighteen companies (less than half surveyed) performed robust water risk

assessments (inclusive of water quality) that focus on their agricultural supply chains. Only nine companies have

implemented water use reduction targets for key growing regions in their supply chains. Finally, only a dozen

companies focused on their direct or indirect �nancial support for farmers growing key ingredients in high-stress

water basins. FE

Regulatory

WatchFDA’s Closer to Zero public meeting
recording available
A recording of the public meeting  “Closer to Zero Action Plan: Impacts of Toxic Element Exposure and Nutrition at

Di�erent Crucial Developmental Stages” is now available on the FDA’s Meeting Page. This meeting is the �rst of

several expected on the Closer to Zero (C2Z) action plan to receive stakeholder input.

The agency’s plan identi�es actions they will take to reduce exposure to toxic elements from foods eaten by babies

and young children—to as low as possible. They have prioritized babies and young children because their smaller

body sizes and metabolism make them more vulnerable to the harmful e�ects of these contaminants.

Exposure to toxic elements—including arsenic, lead, cadmium and mercury—from foods depends on the levels of the

elements in the food and the amount consumed. The levels of toxic elements in foods depend on many factors,

including the levels of these elements in the air, water and soil used to grow the crops, which vary depending on

factors such as natural geographical di�erences and past or current contamination; the type of food crop and how

much “uptake” there is of speci�c elements from the environment; and industrial, manufacturing and agricultural

processes.

The FDA reports that its work, combined with that of its stakeholders, has led to meaningful reductions in exposure

to toxic elements. The action plan builds on this progress and outlines a science-based, iterative approach for

achieving continual improvements over time.

This plan will be updated as new data, information and resources become available. FE
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People News

NEWS

Manufacturing
People & Industry

CHRIS DAWSONJUSTIN SEYMOURLUPE GOMEZKRIST EN CLARKJONA SMIT HJULIA LANDRY

The GS1 US Board of Governors elected JULIA M. LANDRY—vice president, commercial operations at The J.M.

Smucker Company—to join the Board. Landry joins an accomplished group of leaders who help guide the GS1’s

U.S. strategy in support of members’ adoption and use of GS1 Standards for e-commerce, supply chain visibility

and product traceability.

SMITHFIELD FOODS INC. announced that JONA SMITH, vice president of IT  applications services, received a 2021

STEP Ahead Honoree award from The Manufacturing Institute. The institute, which is the workforce development

and education partner of the National Association of Manufacturers, seeks to build and inspire the next

generation of female leaders in

METSÄ BOARD, European producer of fresh �ber paperboards, has appointed KRISTEN CLARK to the role of

communications manager for Metsä Board Americas located in Norwalk, Conn.

PSSI, food safety and contract sanitation provider, named LUPE GOMEZ as vice president of operations for the

Southwest Division and promoted JUSTIN SEYMOUR to vice president of Operations for the Northeast Division. In

their new roles, Gomez and Seymour will lead customer relations and drive operational excellence with food

processors across their respective divisions.

FMH CONVEYORS appointed CHRIS DAWSON as its environmental health and safety director.

The CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT BUILDING ASSOCIATION (CEBA) announced its new o�cers along with Board

members. MARKO DZELETOVICH, Coldbox, moved into the chairman position; SAM TIPPMANN, T ippmann

Innovation, moved into the vice chairman slot; SCOTT GUIMOND, Fisher Construction Group, was elected

treasurer; and VINCE FREE, FREEZ Construction, transitioned into the immediate past chairman role. Board

members re-elected to three-year terms include: TIM NGUYEN, ESI Group USA; DWIGHT CLARK, Jamison Door

Company; PETER CLAYTON, CEBA UK Representative; CHASE DEATON, Rytec High Performance Doors; CURT
EDMISTEN, MTC Logistics; WADE HUDSON, Cold Storage Construction Services; JIM ROMINE, Lineage Logistics;

and JAKE STEFAN, ARCO Design/Build.

DO GOOD FOODS has �lled several major positions, including the following: Chief Financial O�cer ZAHIR

IBRAHIM, Chief Marketing O�cer SHERIDAN BUDIN, Chief Sales O�cer BOB DAVENPORT , Chief Manufacturing

O�cer BARRY STARKMAN, Chief Sustainability O�cer CATHERINE GREENER, Chief Human Resources O�cer

KEVIN ERICKSON, and In House Counsel DAVID BUFFA. Do Good Foods, which o�cially launched in August 2021

after �ve years in the making by co-founders and co-CEOs Justin and Matthew Kamine, is a large-scale

infrastructure solution for the problem of food waste in this country.

The WORLD FOOD LOGISTICS ORGANIZATION (WFLO), the education and research foundation for the Global Cold

Chain Alliance, is pleased to announce its 2021-2022 Board O�cers. Newly con�rmed o�cers include WFLO

Chairman DANIEL KAPLAN (Vertical Cold Storage & Rack Builders Inc.), WFLO Vice Chairman GREG LAURIN
(Conestoga Cold Storage) and WFLO Treasurer MICKEY HOFFMANN (United States Cold Storage). These three

individuals will serve one-year terms on the Executive Committee.

SEEQ CORPORATION, a supplier of manufacturing and IIoT  advanced analytics software, announced that the

company’s Board of Directors has appointed former Chief Operating O�cer DR. LISA J. GRAHAM, PE as chief

executive o�cer. Former CEO and Co-Founder STEVE SLIWA will remain at Seeq in an advisory role as vice

chairman and co-founder. Seeq also appointed ASHLEY KRAMER to the company’s Board of Directors.

MJS PACKAGING has announced changes to its management structure. DAVID LUBIN, the company’s president &

CEO, plans to retire in April 2022 after 29 years with the company. E�ective January 1, 2022, current CFO & COO,

NICK HARATSARIS, succeeded Lubin as the new president, overseeing the day-to-day operations of MJS Packaging

and its Sprayco Consumer Products division. MATTHEW MCDONNELL, current chairman of the Board, expands his

role to include CEO.

Industry News

SME, a nonpro�t professional association dedicated to advancing manufacturing, and CESMII—The Smart

Manufacturing Institute, are partnering to drive smart manufacturing further and faster by aligning their

resources and educating the industry, helping companies boost productivity, build a strong talent pipeline and

reduce manufacturers’ carbon footprint. CESMII and SME will combine their networks and resources to advance

smart manufacturing adoption and address the “digital divide” by connecting manufacturers to technical

knowledge. These e�orts will especially help small- and medium-size companies—a large part of the supply

network—to overcome the cost and complexity of automation and digitization that has constrained productivity

and growth initiatives.

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC will build and equip three new manufacturing plants in North America and hire more than

1,000 new employees to increase production and speed the delivery to customers in Canada, Mexico and the U.S.

The company is evaluating locations in Santa Teresa, New Mexico and El Paso, Texas, for the U.S. manufacturing

site. Land owned by Schneider Electric in T laxcala, Mexico, will be used to build a new manufacturing plant, and

the company is also evaluating existing buildings in Mexico City to renovate into a manufacturing operation.

CONAGRA BRANDS recognized 10 facilit ies as its 2021 Zero Waste Champions, those who are keeping 95% or

more of their waste materials out of land�lls through innovative recycling and waste reduction measures. Winners

include manufacturing plants for frozen foods, snack foods, grocery items and more. The facilit ies include:

Brookston, Ind.; Dresden, Ontario; Hamburg, Iowa; Lake View, Iowa; Mankato, Minn.; Maple Grove, Minn.;

Menomonie, Wisc.; Oakdale, Calif.; Saint Elmo, Ill.; and Waseca, Minn.

APTEAN, a global provider of mission-critical enterprise software solutions, announced the acquisition of

OBJECTIVE HOLDING. Objective is a Belgium-based manufacturing execution (MES) and warehouse management

(WMS) provider for clients in process and discrete manufacturing.

PROAMPAC, a provider of �exible packaging and material science, has acquired IRISH FLEXIBLE PACKAGING and

FISPAK from their parent company, IFP INVESTMENTS LIMITED. Both Irish Flexible Packaging and Fispak are

Ireland-based manufacturers and distributors of sustainable, �exible packaging serving the dairy, bakery, meat,

�sh and cheese markets in Ireland and internationally.

FEEL FOODS LTD. has entered into an agreement with PLANTASTIC FOOD INC., a British Columbia-based vegan

food company, and the shareholders of Plantastic will acquire all of the issued and outstanding common shares of

Plantastic.

THE HERSHEY COMPANY is acquiring DOT’S PRETZELS as well as the brand’s co-manufacturer, PRETZELS INC.

JBT CORPORATION acquired URTASUN TECNOLOGÍA ALIMENTARIA S.L., a provider of fruit and vegetable

processing solutions, which is headquartered in Navarra, Spain.

The CENTER FOR THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY at Closed Loop Partners announced the launch of the COMPOSTING

CONSORTIUM, together with founding partners PEPSICO and the NEXTGEN CONSORTIUM. PepsiCo and the

NextGen Consortium, which is composed of Starbucks, McDonald’s and other foodservice brands, are joined by

supporting partners Colgate-Palmolive, The Kraft Heinz Company, Mars, Incorporated and Target Corporation, as

well as industry partners the Biodegradable Products Institute and the U.S. Plastics Pact. The Consortium brings

together leading voices in the composting ecosystem in the U.S. to identify the best path forward to increase the

recovery of compostable food packaging and drive toward circular outcomes.

ADM announced a signi�cant expansion of its broad portfolio of health and wellness products and solutions with

an agreement to purchase U.S.-based DEERLAND PROBIOTICS & ENZYMES.

Plant Openings & Expansions

SCHWAN’S COMPANY is expanding its pizza production facility in Salina, Kan. The 400,000-sq.-ft. expansion will

include automated state-of-the-art pizza production lines, shipping and receiving docks, and o�ce space. Burns &

McDonnell is designing and building the expansion.

THE J.M. SMUCKER CO. will invest $1.1 billion to build a new manufacturing facility and distribution center in

McCalla, Ala., dedicated to production of Smucker’s Uncrustables sandwiches. Construction of the facility is

expected to begin no later than January 2022, with production commencing in 2025.

TYSON FOODS will invest $355 million to build a state-of-the-art bacon plant in Bowling Green, Ky. The project is

part of Tyson’s commitment to meet increasing retail and foodservice demand for bacon products. The new

facility is expected to create 450 jobs with production beginning in late 2023.

DIANA PET FOOD (Querétaro, Mexico) plans to increase production by �ve times, after acquiring land next to its

existing facility. The new plant, which will be designed to LEED speci�cations, is expected to open in 2024.

KEN’S FOODS, maker of dressings and sauces, will build a new 343,000-sq.-ft. warehouse across the street from its

production facility in McDonough, Ga. The warehouse will include Westfalia’s automated storage/retrieval system

and Savanna.NET warehouse execution system, making it the second Ken’s location with Westfalia automation.

PURPLE SQUARE MANAGEMENT , which has 205 franchise locations in the U.S., will open a Dunkin Brands 24,500-

sq.-ft. bakery and distribution center valued at $4.5 million in Okaloosa, Fla.

SOLI ORGANIC INC. (formerly known as Shenandoah Growers Inc.) broke ground on its �rst 100,000-sq.-ft. soil-

based growing and production facility, which is located in Anderson County, S.C., and is anticipated to be

operational by second quarter 2022.

NATURE’S FYND, a nutritional fungi protein food company, began construction at Marina Crossings, increasing its

footprint on Chicago’s South Side. This new site expands the company’s production from its current 35,000-sq.-ft.

facility in the historic Union Stockyards on Chicago’s South Side and will add a new, state-of-the-art R&D and

innovation center.

KEMIN INDUSTRIES, a global meat and poultry ingredient manufacturer, broke ground in November 2021 on a

new manufacturing site in Verona, Mo., to produce clean-label ingredients for food processors. The new 38,000-sq.-

ft. production plant represents a $40 million investment and will employ more than 30 full-time workers.

FONA INTERNATIONAL, developer and manufacturer of �avor solutions, broke ground on a multi-million-dollar,

high-tech manufacturing expansion in Geneva, Ill. McCormick & Company, who purchased FONA in late 2020, is set

to increase FONA’s manufacturing footprint, adding 15,600 sq. ft. of manufacturing space. Schramm Construction

of St. Charles, Ill., will lead work on the expansion. FE
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PACKAGING

Food

Can Manufacturers Institute (CMI) members push for 70% recyclability by 2030, 80% by 2040 and 90% by 2050. Photo courtesy of Getty

Images/Diy13

Can Manufacturers Institute (CMI) members are committing to achieving ambitious U.S. recycling rate targets

including a 70% recycling rate by 2030. These new targets will improve the circularity of aluminum beverage cans

while demonstrating to beverage companies and consumers the industry’s dedication to ensuring the aluminum

beverage can remains the most sustainable package on the market.

The targets are being set through CMI, which represents U.S. metal can manufacturers and their suppliers. The

aluminum beverage can recycling rate was 45% in 2020, and the industry aims to attain higher recycling rates beyond

2030 with an 80% rate by 2040 and more than 90% by 2050.

CMI members are committed to more aluminum beverage cans completing the circular journey into new cans. There

are nearly 90,000 aluminum beverage cans recycled every minute in the U.S., with 93% going from the recycling bin

back to the store shelf as a new can in as little as 60 days. This high level of can-to-can recycling has resulted in the

aluminum beverage can having a recycled content of 73%.

Increasing the recycled content of the average can reduces its carbon footprint, since making an aluminum beverage

can from recycled material results in more than 90% less greenhouse gas emissions than making the container from

primary material. Continued high demand for  cans necessitates the industry’s vision for increasing recycling of used

beverage cans (UBC). Increased UBC recycling would enhance the resiliency of the domestic aluminum supply chain

that is incorporated into new cans.

Aluminum beverage cans are only 3% by weight of all the recyclables at single-family U.S. homes, but they represent

nearly half of the revenue of those recyclables.

CMI members supporting the targets are aluminum beverage can manufacturers Ardagh Metal Packaging, Canpack,

Crown Holdings and Envases; and aluminum can sheet suppliers Constellium, Kaiser Aluminum, Novelis and Tri-

Arrows Aluminum.

CMI members commit to 70% recycle
rate by 2030

SONIC Hard Seltzer is available in two variety packs, T ropical and Citrus. Photo courtesy of SONIC

SONIC may be more known for its drive-in burger joints but now the restaurant is focusing on moving its hard

seltzer products into new markets with a new slim can format. The latest product o�ering takes inspiration from

SONIC Drive-In signature beverage �avors—with a hard seltzer twist. SONIC Hard Seltzer was made for any occasion,

all year round. COOP Ale Works partnered with SONIC to license the iconic name to create SONIC Hard Seltzer. The

seltzer is available in two variety packs, Tropical and Citrus. The Tropical Variety Pack features Ocean Water, Melon

Medley, Mango Guava and Orange Pineapple. The Citrus Variety Pack includes Cherry Limeade, Original Limeade,

Classic Lemonade and Lemon Berry. Each has 100 calories and 1 g of sugar with a 5% ABV.

SONIC moves to hard seltzer

Georg e Dickel and Social Hour team up to launch

seasonal canned whiskey sour. Photo courtesy of

Social Hour

George Dickel, a Diageo brand, and Social Hour, the craft canned

cocktail brand, have teamed up to launch a seasonally inspired

craft cocktail. The new premium prepared o�ering—the Harvest

Whiskey Sour—is a canned cocktail made using 13-year-old George

Dickel Tennessee Whisky (from distilling season spring 2007). With

this release, fans of craft cocktails don't have to sacri�ce quality for

convenience, as this o�ering exempli�es the high standard both

brands are known for. The new Harvest Whiskey Sour boasts a

delicious combination of Honeycrisp apple, Meyer lemon,

cinnamon, maple and a touch of cardamom. To get the picture-

perfect cocktail serve, adults simply need to pour over ice and

garnish with apple slices or cinnamon sticks before enjoying. The

Harvest Whiskey Sour is available at N.Y. retail locations in and on

Social Hour’s website. FE

Seasonal canned
cocktail launches
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PRODUCTS

Must See
Motors, Drives,

Bearings

PRODUCT

FOCUS

MIKI PULLEY

Magnetic Couplings

NORD DRIVESYST EMS

Drive solution

SIEMENS

Hygienic servom otors

VAN DER GRAAF

Hygienic drum  m otors

ARMST RONG INT ERNAT IONAL

Steam  trap m anagem ent

ALFA LAVAL

Cleaning nozzle

YASKAWA AMERICA INC.

Palletizing robot

DANFOSS

Cooler, freezer control

HEINDENHAIN, A DIST RIBUT OR OF LEINE LINDE

Splash -proof encoder

CHARLES ROSS & SON COMPANY

Powder induction in large m ix ing tanks
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FOREIGN MATTER

DETECTION

Smart strategies for selecting a foreign
material detection system

SHARON SPIELMAN, SENIOR EDITOR

Video courtesy of Getty Images/sale013

When it comes to foreign material detection in a food facility, di�erent processes require di�erent detection

methods and equipment. There are several types of systems that can help detect foreign matter in a food process,

among which are metal detectors, X-ray units and magnets.

To understand which method is best for a particular process, the �rst step is to review the facility’s written foreign

material control program and understand how it is being executed. According to Bonnie Biegel, director of quality

assurance, Americas, at AIB international, “A strong foreign material control program that adequately assesses risks,

puts preventive controls in place to mitigate those risks and is executed correctly by a trained team will minimize

physical contaminants in products and reduce the risk of costly product recalls.”

Choosing the best system for a given facility should be based on a hazard analysis, Biegel notes, which will provide

an understanding of the risks faced, and direct implementation of the necessary detection systems. “Each system is

then most e�ective when used correctly as part of a food safety plan and overseen by a trained team,” she says.

Barry Voorhees, metal detection product manager at Bunting Magnetics, says that when a company approaches

them for foreign matter detection, the �rst step is to evaluate the process to understand it start to �nish. This

includes raw material entry points and equipment used, processing equipment from screeners, mixers, conveyors

and more. “This is to make sure we have a full understanding of their operation. Then we discuss their concern or

problem areas. What CCPs (critical control points) do they have established, and is there any existing equipment for

foreign matter removal? Are they currently having any metal issues or is it  a preventative measure to improve their

protection?”

To understand which method is best for a particular process, the f irst step is to review the facility's written foreig n material control

prog ram and understand how it is being  executed. Photo courtesy of Getty Images/mediaphotos

Eric Garr, regional sales manager at Fortress Technology, agrees. “The �rst step we always take is to examine if they

already have any speci�c contamination risks that they need to mitigate. This is then followed with a more

comprehensive assessment, looking closely at each step in the production process, the associated contamination

risks and then review the feasibility of using an inspection technology at the various steps.” He says that an on-site

walk through of their process is generally the best way to identify the feasibility of adding inline detection.

Eric Confer, light industry market manager at Eriez, says that every inquiry they receive starts by asking what the

target metal size is. “From there, through a comprehensive needs assessment, we determine what detector and

installation is best suited to meet the stated sensitivity objectives.”

Je� Youngs, president and CEO of ProSpection Solutions, says they will work with a customer’s quality assurance

department to review the types of foreign material that have been found in the process previously, or foreign

material claims they have received from their customers.

They also review the customer’s process to better understand what foreign objects could make their way into the

product stream. “Common culprits include broken conveyor belting, ripped bags and liners, and personal protective

equipment (PPE),” he says. “We then perform testing on product provided by the customer to determine what

foreign objects our foreign material detection system can reliably detect and report those �ndings back to the

customer.”

An inspection/detection unit at the primary packag ing  stag e can be an effective placement along  a processing  line. Photo courtesy of Getty

Images/agnormark

Whatever detection equipment a company chooses, AIB’s Biegel says those machines will only be as e�ective as the

training they have provided their employees to operate them. “For instance,” she says, “even the best metal

detectors can be bypassed by an employee who places rejected product back on the line or turns o� the metal

detector or reject device when numerous rejects occur. The most important aspect of a foreign material detection

policy is to educate employees about the signi�cance of rejected materials and what the device is trying to tell

them.”

DETECTION PLACEMENT ON THE LINE

Where should foreign matter detection systems be placed on the processing line? Should they be at the front where

ingredients enter? The end of the process? Before or after packaging?

Biegel notes that to better understand the risks speci�c to a facility, food safety teams can use hazard analysis,

which will help them discover how foreign materials may get into their products. Based on this assessment, they can

develop an e�ective foreign material management plan that includes a series of preventive controls to address and

mitigate the risks they found in receiving, throughout the manufacturing process and in packaging.

Guy Wheeler, key accounts manager at Anritsu, says to determine where detection is needed, companies should ask

what the potential foreign material is. “If your product is a ground protein, both metal and bone are common

issues,” he says. “Ideally, inspecting prior to the initial grind will reduce the amount of bone in �nished product. Post-

grind inspection for metal shavings would be a logical strategy before packaging.”

Foreig n matter detection throug hout the production process, especially if  any equipment has metal-on-metal contact along  the way, is

recommended by our experts. Photo courtesy of Getty Images/MJ_Prototype

Bunting’s Voorhees says they recommend detection throughout the process—especially if the process uses any

equipment that could have metal on metal contact such as augers, airlocks and hammermills. “If a customer

currently has no foreign matter protection, then for brand protection we recommend metal detection at the end of

the line either before packaging or after, at the very least.”

He says they then work their way back through the process starting at material ingredient entry points to ensure

suppliers are providing clean product and accountability. Any areas where machine protection is critical or potential

high wear areas where internal contamination can occur are also good placement.

Garr at Fortress says that end of line inspection after packaging or as close as possible to a fully packaged product

is necessary to comply with HACCP and the various global food safety initiatives. “However,” he notes, “that will

seldom tell users the original source of the metal contamination. There is always value to be gained from adding

upstream detection systems to most processes.”

Incoming materials should be inspected when leaving the supplier, but this may not be guaranteed, Garr points out.

“Catching contaminants sooner may mean a single reject of a relatively easy-to-detect contaminant versus a higher

number of downstream rejects on packaged �nished products. Rejecting at the end of the line is typically the most

expensive place to remove the metal from good product streams.”

Factoring in HARPC and recognizing there are speci�c risks at di�erent steps in the process is a smart approach,

Garr says. Detection upstream often makes it easier to detect contaminants, trace to their source and potentially

alert sta� to equipment failures before they become catastrophic.

Todd Grube, product manager, inspection systems, Heat and Control, agrees that the chance of locating foreign

matter increases with each opportunity to inspect the product. However, budget is a key factor in determining

which points along the processing line are inspected. “Ideally, at a minimum, inspection at the beginning and end is

advised; the beginning so that foreign material from the raw materials is eliminated and is not broken down into

harder-to-detect sizes, and the end so that foreign matter from the processing machinery is found and as a �nal

checkpoint before the product enters the marketplace.”

Inspecting ingredients upon receiving allows customers to verify that

products are clean as they enter their facility for further processing.

Ray Spurgeon, metal detector product manager at Eriez, says that metal detection should be used throughout the

entire process—especially at the beginning. “This is particularly important if blending or other process equipment is

used prior to packaging that can fragment one large piece of metal into thousands of smaller pieces.”

Sarrina Crowley, marketing communications manager at Mettler-Toledo, believes that systems should be placed at

each CCP throughout the line because “at each stage, value is continuously added to the product, so detection early

not only ensures safety but also saves costs and rework.”

Kyle Knudsen, vice president of technology at ProSpection Solutions, says that there are a couple of locations for an

inspection system that have distinct advantages for a customer.

“Inspecting product as it is received allows the customer to hold their suppliers accountable for any foreign objects

that are detected at that point in the process,” he explains. This also allows the customer to verify that the product

is clean as it enters their facility for further processing.

Knudson adds that inspecting product before grinding or any other destructive process is also an optimal time for

inspection. This is because foreign objects that undergo a destructive process will break apart, creating more

foreign objects that are now smaller and more challenging to detect.

Finally, inspecting product before packaging can ensure that product is clean directly before it is packaged and

sealed. “This is also the last point where a thorough inspection of the product for low-density foreign objects can be

completed,” Knudson says.

Specific foreig n matter detection equipment should be chosen based on the risks found during  a hazard analysis, with the g oal of

effectively reducing  these risks throug hout the manufacturing  process. Photo courtesy of Getty Images/microgen

Biegel adds that speci�c foreign material detection equipment should be chosen based on the risks found during the

hazard analysis, with the goal of e�ectively reducing these risks throughout the manufacturing process. “For

instance, if a site uses vibratory conveyors constructed of non-ferrous metal, where misalignment of the overlap of

the sections of the conveyor can cause metal shavings through wear, a metal detector or X-ray machine with the

capability to detect non-ferrous metal may be the best choice in identifying this issue. Magnets would not be

e�ective in detecting wear of non-ferrous metals and would not be a good solution in this instance.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Foreign material is the third leading cause of product recalls in the U.S., Biegel says, so it is critical to include

detection as part of a food safety plan. “A good plan that is executed well will minimize the manufacturer’s risk of

food contamination and help exceed their customers’ expectations for food safety and quality.”

Wheeler notes that because the equipment typically runs for many years, it  is important to factor in long-term total

cost of ownership. “In addition to the equipment purchase, consider reliability, cost of replacement parts, service

response time and cost, and savings from reducing false positives and rework,” he says.

Consult with experts that have the capacity to o�er product testing services to ensure that the equipment is not

oversold on technology, features and/or performance, as they relate to the needs of a facility, Garr says. “In almost

every application, it  is the product that will ultimately determine what is possible in terms of contaminant

detection.”

Finally, there are also technology factors to consider before purchasing inspection equipment, and whether a

company plans to utilize those options. These include machines that are designed to utilize Industry 4.0 intelligence

and communication protocols, AI capabilit ies, and the ability to monitor and broadcast data throughout an

operation’s SCADA systems. FE
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PRODUCT ROUNDUP

Foreign Matter Detection

FORT RESS T ECHNOLOGY

Metal detector/ch eckweigh er

ERIEZ

Metal detector

BUNT ING MAGNET ICS

Tunnel style m etal  detector

ANRIT SU

X-ray system

T HERMO FISHER SCIENT IFIC

Metal detector

PROSPECT ION SOLUT IONS LLC

Foreign m aterial  detection

MET T LER-T OLEDO PRODUCT  INSPECT ION

Modular m etal  detection system

HEAT  AND CONT ROL

Metal detector
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CONVEYING

THE DETAILS

How conveyors are evolving today to meet modern needs of food processors

At a glance, it  might seem that most conveyors are doing their job as long as they shuttle items from one point to

another. However, a number of other elements must be present for a conveyor to be e�cient and productive in a

food-processing environment, like hygienic design, cleanability, versatility, updated technology and more.

Ongoing demand for food production is keeping many processing facilit ies at or near capacity as we start 2022, and

that means operators are asking more of conveyors than ever before. Here, we highlight three areas where

conveyors have evolved in recent years to adapt to the unprecedented use put upon them today.

MICHAEL COSTA, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Photo courtesy of SideDrive Conveyor Co.

VERSATILITY

“In the past, a conveyor was a simple vessel used to move product from one point to another. Today, that conveyor

may be asked not only to move the product but also manipulate it in some manner—anything from �ipping it over,

reducing the size or ensuring it ’s dropped o� at a precise location as part of the overall process,” says Barry

Whitman, global sales manager at Precision Food Innovations (PFI). “We’re constantly asking during a design, ‘How

many di�erent ways can this be used?’”

Conveyor versatility is a must-have for processors in 2022. The ability to integrate with other equipment along a

food processing line is essential, as well as adapting to di�erent products as processors add new SKUs or focus on

creating alternative items due to ingredient or material shortages.

In the past, a conveyor was a simple vessel used to move product from one point to another. Today, that conveyor may be asked not only to

move the product but also manipulate it in some manner. Photo courtesy of Precision Food Innovations (PFI)

“Conveyors today have become integral components in all phases of food processing and packaging,” says John

Kuhnz, VP of engineered solutions at Dorner. “The right conveyor supplier is looking at a total line solution. They

want to know what’s occurring upstream and downstream of the conveyor to determine how their sanitary platform

can best complement the entire line.”

Kevin Pecha, director of food sales at AZO Food, adds that, “manufacturers want the �exibility to run any product on

any line at any time. Often existing material handling systems are incapable of meeting these future demands.”

New materials and methods used to manufacture conveyors today allow for more �exible designs, and can be

customized for small-footprint facilit ies where space is at a premium. “Laser CNC cutting, material chemistry,

makeup—primarily plastics—along with parametric design has improved the ability to quickly release standard

designs, which brings down cost and lead time for customers,” notes Kevin Mauger, president of SideDrive Conveyor

Co.

"Much of the marketplace is closely examining  a conveyor’s sanitary features and benefits, and evaluating  how those attributes are g oing

to integ rate into their facilities," says Dorner's John Kuhnz. Photo courtesy of Dorner

SANITATION

Sanitary design for conveyors has also seen accelerated

evolution in recent years, partly driven by the rollout of the

Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) by the FDA. “For belt

conveyors, positive drive versus friction drive and modular

belting has evolved signi�cantly, delivering vastly improved

sanitation and food safety, and belt tracking,” says Gary

Schlitz, GM at PFI.

Kuhnz adds that, “it  wasn’t long ago that a stainless steel

conveyor constituted a sanitary platform in some people’s

eyes. Now, much of the marketplace is closely examining a

conveyor’s sanitary features and bene�ts, and evaluating how

those attributes are going to integrate into their facilit ies.

Eliminating catch points to prevent water and particulate

from collecting in the food zone is just one engineering

example that goes into making a conveyor a true sanitary

platform.”New materials and methods used to manufacture conveyors

allow for more flexible desig ns, and can be customized for

small-footprint facilities where space is at a premium. Photo

courtesy of PFI

As for actual cleaning of food conveyors, downtime means lost productivity—particularly in today’s fast-paced

processing environments—so several time- and labor-saving elements are being been built into conveyors for quick

and effective sanitation. This includes conveyors that can be taken apart quickly, cleaned and reassembled without

tools, and others with a completely open design that hides nothing. “The easier it is to see what you are cleaning, the

easier it is to do effectively,” observes Mauger.

“Maximizing productivity really starts with increasing uptime,” Kuhnz says, “so you reduce the time needed to

disassemble, sanitize and put the conveyor back into operation.”

TECHNOLOGY AND LABOR SAVINGS

The ongoing labor crunch in the industry has necessitated technological innovation in conveyors to eliminate some of

the work traditionally handled by employees, while expanding the capability of conveyors to multitask in a processing

facility.

“Hand-weighing ingredients and manually charging mixers is labor

intensive and assumes that a quali�ed operator will always be present.

Workers leaving, failing to report or out sick has created a dynamic

environment where some production lines are idled because of the

labor shortage. By automating more mundane operations, producers

can reduce the number of people needed to keep production lines

running,” says Pecha, adding that track-and-trace technology is another

area evolving for conveyors as demand for food traceability increases,

but will require some facilit ies to upgrade their operating control

systems to add this functionality.

Technology is also enabling processors to monitor conveyors and

establish predictive maintenance schedules, while improving their

safety due to “advances like 24VDC control circuits and Safety PLC

zones. We’re seeing more sensors and technology that collect and

analyze e�ciency and maintenance data. Also, more robots and cobots

are working on processing lines around conveyors,” says Schlitz.

Conveyors with an open desig n shorten cleaning

time and reduce downtime during  production.

Photo courtesy of SideDrive Conveyor Co.

Kuhnz concludes that, “as the workforce turns over and younger people are stepping into roles of engineering,

purchasing and maintenance, they’re definitely cognizant of how technology can influence their day-to-day operations.

This includes drives and motors that use less energy to operate a conveyor system, and belts that are more conducive

to sanitary environments by being easier to clean and maintain,” he says. “Today’s conveyor systems are designed for a

more diverse workforce and are simpler to operate and clean, as opposed to older models that were more complex in

design. Conveyor technology is really adapting to the next generation of food processing professionals.” FE
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FOR FOOD SAFETY
Pest Management

Working with a pest management provider can help keep
infestations out of your food processing plant

Food processing facilities o�er the perfect conditions for pest intrusion. Rodents, �ies, cockroaches and stored

product intruders, such as beetles and Indian meal moths all can be the primary culprits behind the adulteration of

the food supply.

Dr. Brittany Campbell, entomologist for the National Pest Management Association (NPMA), a non-pro�t

organization that supports the pest management industry’s commitment to the protection of public health, food

and property from the diseases and dangers of pests, says that proper pest control in food processing facilit ies has

become even more important with the implementation of FSMA, as it gives the FDA much more authority and

oversight. “As a result, a lack of or inadequate pest control programs can result in �nes and shutdowns. In addition,

facilit ies may be audited by a third-party to ensure they are meeting safety standards that have speci�c

requirements in their code regarding pest control,” she says.

The Food Safety and Modernization Act (FSMA) has six compliance requirements on an integrated pest management

program for food and beverage processors:

1. Create a written, preventative plan.

2. Go beyond checking traps.

3. Make corrective actions a priority.

4. Maintain clear, consistent and accessible documentation.

5. Train your sta�.

6. Evaluate provider performance.

KRISTEN KAZARIAN, MANAGING EDITOR

In-house pest manag ement teams or a contracted PMP can use technolog y to monitor for pests and receive real-time alerts for pest

activity. Photo courtesy of Corteva Agriscience

STRATEGIES

A pest control company selects a pest management

strategy based on an assessment of the pest problem. The

strategy chosen can be in�uenced by many factors—

including the location of the pest infestation, the severity

of the infestation, the pest in question, the source of the

infestation and any special requirements such as

equipment or food.

After the initial assessment, a combination of approaches

through an integrated pest management strategy could

include exclusion, sanitation and the use of products for

e�ective management.

Pat Hottel, technical manager at McCloud Services, says it

is important to o�er a wide variety of service options to �t

the needs of the site. “The development of a program

begins with a site survey and assessment. The control plan

is based on the results of this inspection and once the

program is developed, monitoring is required to verify that

it is e�ective. Assessments of the program are ongoing and

modi�cations to the program are made based on any

needs identi�ed in the program assessments,” he explains.

A sing ular pest can quickly g row into a full-blown infestation,

making  it important for facility manag ers to have a year-round

partnership with a reliable pest control company. Photo courtesy of

NPMA

In addition to pest management providers (PMPs), many facilit ies use in-house managed programs and hybrid-type

programs, where some services are provided in-house and others by an outside contractor.

Di�erent types of pests will require di�erent pest management strategies. There are a multitude of factors

regarding the facility that will impact both the type of pests in the plant and the control methods selected. Hottel

o�ers an example: The di�erences between a facility that is certi�ed organic versus non-certi�ed. There will be a

mandated hierarchy of control steps utilized in combating a pest problem in a certi�ed organic plant, with the �rst

step being non-chemical. Meat processing plants will also have certain restrictions that di�er from other sites.

Lastly, the exterior environment, type of product produced, type of structure and sanitation level will all impact

both the type of pest pressures experienced and control e�orts levied.

A pest-control specialist using  a rodent inspection device inside a facility. Photo courtesy of McCloud Services

Make your plant a safe haven for food

To help keep pests out of your food processing facility, Dr. Brittany Campbell, entomologist for the National Pest

Management Association (NPMA) recommends these steps:

Interior

• Ensure employee kitchens and break rooms are clean by wiping down counter tops and sweeping �oors to remove

crumbs and residue from spills.

• Vacuum and clean all areas regularly, including of�ices, hallways, lobbies and public bathrooms.

• Routinely check under sinks and machinery for areas of moisture and repair any leaky pipes or clogged drains.

• Store all food products in sealed containers and organize empty boxes to prevent harborage areas.

• Schedule regular inspections with a quali�ied pest control company that is experienced in working with food

processing facilities to help identify vulnerabilities, survey for and control issues using an IPM approach.

Exterior

• Keep trash in sealed containers inside the building and remove from the facility regularly. Ensure dumpsters are far

away from any building entry points.

• Inspect the exterior of the building to ensure there are no entry points, paying close attention to areas where pipes

and utilities enter the building, and seal any gaps or cracks in the foundation.

• Install door sweeps on exterior doors to seal the gap between the �oor and the door where pests can enter.

• Remove debris from gutters and direct water away from the building through properly functioning downspouts,

gutters and splash blocks.

• Install a gravel perimeter around the building to help discourage vegetation growth that could harbor pests.

• Ensure the grounds surrounding the facility are properly maintained, as overgrown vegetation can attract pests to

the property.

Kevin Keim, ActiveSense strategic account manager at Corteva AgriScience, explains that the ActiveSense system

enables in-house pest management teams or a contracted PMP to remotely monitor for pests and receive real-time

alerts for pest activity. “The alerts include a timestamp and pinpointed equipment location, so your PMP knows

exactly where and when activity is happening, allowing for a quicker response, swift root-cause analysis, prompt

corrective action and faster issue resolution.”  

Additionally, activity data gathered by the system can be analyzed by your PMP to identify trends and active

hotspots, as well as inform proactive program adjustments that leave the facility better protected from pests in the

long-term.

INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT

Integrated Pest Management (IPM) has become the standard practice of pest control, as it is a way of conducting

pest control. Essentially, it  is a program that encompasses identi�cation of a pest, education, communication and

utilizing a combination of approaches for successful management, Campbell explains.

IPM focuses on three basic techniques: inspecting for pests, identifying pests and treatment by pest control

professionals. A complete approach, IPM bases its recommendations on each individual business’s unique needs.

Hottel says that IPM uses a variety of both non-chemical and chemical tools in managing pests. “All pest

management programs will begin with an inspection and assessment. Afterwards, the program is developed to

address the needs of the site. IPM simply means that a variety of tools will be incorporated in addressing those

needs.”

This pest control provider is performing  a pheromone inspection. Photo courtesy of McCloud Services

As an added level of protection, an electronic remote monitoring system, like the ActiveSense system, is helpful

because it allows the PMP to monitor for pest activity o�-site as well. “When a pest issue arises, root-cause analysis

and proper pest identi�cation help inform the initial control opportunities, such as removing the food or water

source, repairing entry points or increased sanitation. Pesticides are used as a last resort when ongoing monitoring

and inspections deem its use necessary,” says Keim.

PARTNERSHIPS

One of the most important steps in implementing an IPM program is choosing a reliable partner. When choosing

your partner, Campbell advises to meet with several companies to �nd the best �t for your facility; ask detailed

questions about their pest control practices and other clients they serve, inquire with industry peers and partners

on their pest control experiences as well as check companies for membership of national, state or local associations

because memberships speak to a commitment to protecting public health and property from pests, and a desire to

receive ongoing education about new technologies and treatment techniques.

Both Hottel and Keim agree on strong partnerships. “Some IPM strategies will include tasks that cannot be

performed by the pest management company, such as increased sanitation e�orts, a change in employee practices

or structural modi�cations. The implementation of an IPM program takes coordination, communication and action

by both parties,” says Hottel.

Keim adds that an experienced PMP can assist you

throughout the process. “In addition to performing an

initial risk assessment of your facility, the expertise of

the PMP can ensure that the creation of a

comprehensive program targets your facility’s unique

pest pressures and adheres to FSMA requirements.”

Another important step? When hiring a PMP, it ’s

important to understand any technologies they use for

food facilit ies, because it ’s possible to get two

drastically di�erent programs based on their

technology integrations.

REGULATIONS

Many companies choose to work with a pest

management professional to ensure they meet federal

and state requirements and also pass audits. Of course,

the FDA and USDA have roles to play in pest

management at food and beverage facilit ies. Campbell

explains that, depending on what food is processed in a

facility, inspectors may document and expect corrective

actions with a pest management issue. The inspector

should present any violations and explain next steps for

addressing any issues.

Employees should keep personal food stored in tig ht containers,

since food lying  around is a pest's easiest targ et. Photo courtesy of

Getty Images/Santi Wiwatchaikul

The FDA o�ers FSMA training and technical assistance on their website, as well as compliance and implementation

tools, for anyone seeking regulation requirements.

BARRIERS

The abundance of food and shelter found inside food processing facilit ies makes them ideal for pests. However,

there is a zero-tolerance policy when it comes to the presence of pests in these facilit ies. A singular pest can quickly

grow into full-blown infestation, making it extremely important for facility managers to ensure they have a year-

round partnership with a reliable pest control company.

“Because many of the pests we encounter come from the exterior environment, pest proo�ng is a necessary

component in preventing any pest issue,” explains Hottel. “These barriers will include door seals, dock plate leveler

seals, screens and use of sealants. Reducing attractive conditions around the facility is another important barrier to

pest activity.”

Keim adds that pest barriers and exterior bait stations can play an important role in protecting your facility as well,

because they serve as the �rst line of defense.

SANITATION

An obvious point but one that needs stating: Something simple such as leaving leftover food laying around is a

playground for pests. “Sanitation is a key element in pest prevention for food processing facilit ies. Food left on

machinery or over�owing trash receptacles are a beacon for pests,” says Campbell.

Hottel adds that certain types of sanitation methods can actually contribute to pest activity if used improperly, such

as compressed air and water under pressure in cleaning. “The use of compressed air should be avoided in facilit ies as

a method of moving product residues. The lack of controlled compressed air use can move both food product and

insects to areas where they may be more di�cult to access. Similarly, water under pressure can also move food

particles and moisture to areas where it may be di�cult to remove food or dry up the moisture.”

Corteva AgriScience’s Keim agrees. “Product build-up can provide an attractant and food source for pests.

Additionally, pests carry diseases and bacteria that can spread to the surfaces they encounter, threatening product

safety. Proper and regular sanitation can help support food safety measures and ongoing pest prevention. FE
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Blockchain technology:

Is It Ready For Prime Time?
WHILE THERE HAVE BEEN MANY SUCCESS STORIES,

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGIES ARE STILL
DEVELOPING, SO PRODUCERS AND PROCESSORS

WILL NEED TO EXAMINE THEIR NEEDS CAREFULLY

During the past couple of years, blockchain technology has become easier to implement for even small- and

medium-size participants, thanks to large suppliers like IBM providing speci�c application-based blockchain

technology (IBM Food Trust) and Amazon Web Services providing backbone networking architectures. In addition,

smaller blockchain providers now have dedicated applications that can trace food not only to the farm and �eld in

which it originated, but the very seed as well, while also providing complete supply chain visibility for all

participants, including consumers.

You might consider blockchain’s “early days” to be about �ve years ago—when Walmart and IBM were �rst

researching the viability of using blockchain in the food industry. Back then, large programming e�orts were

typically necessary to create a functional blockchain. Today, blockchain applications are becoming almost as easy to

use as email.

In this article, we look at blockchain development and survey its practicality for processors—even small- and

medium-sized food and beverage companies.

WAYNE LABS, SENIOR TECHNICAL EDITOR

Penfolds has become the first winemaker to partner with BlockBar, a leading  non-fung ible token (NFT) marketplace for luxury wine and

spirits products, which is based on a secure blockchain that g uarantees purchasers a historical record of numbered bottles from a numbered

barrel of  wine. Photo courtesy of Penfolds

BLOCKCHAIN HIGHS AND LOWS

You’ve no doubt heard that blockchain

functionality can be used to secure supply

chain operations and provide an immutable

record of all activities from farm to fork,

making the technology so highly practical for

track and trace that FDA has been looking into

its application for food safety. In addition,

blockchain technologies can discourage theft

and product tampering, as well as manage the

tracking of lower-cost perishable food and

high-end products like rare specialty wines.

Because Penfolds Magill Estate Winery in South

Australia produced only 13 barrels of its

vintage 2021 Shiraz Cabernet Sauvignon, the

asking price is $130,000 for a single barrel—

truly an investment. In fact, Penfolds has

become the �rst winemaker to partner with

BlockBar, a non-fungible token (NFT)

marketplace using blockchain technology for

luxury wine and spirits products, to launch a

limited edition of its specialty wine. The digital

token corresponds to this particular barrel

currently maturing in Penfolds’ cellars.

The FDA announced winners of its “FDA New Era of Smarter Food Safety Low- or

No-Cost Tech-Enabled Traceability Challeng e,” which occurred this past

summer. Out of 90 submissions from 90 unique teams, 12 winners were chosen,

representing  a rang e of technolog ies, including  blockchain solutions. Image

courtesy of FDA

The single barrel NFT will be converted into 300

bottle NFTs at the date of bottling of the wine in

October 2022 with the whole process veri�able

through the blockchain, and each bottle being

identi�ed with a barrel and bottle number. The NFT

serves as a digital receipt that veri�es the buyer’s

ownership and authenticity of the wine bottles. The

bottle NFTs can be resold or transferred through

the BlockBar platform, and follow to the actual

delivery of the bottle, which in this case is no earlier

than the release date in October 2023.

In the FDA’s “New Era of Smarter Food Safety”

document dated July 2020, FDA Commissioner

Stephen Hahn said, “Our stakeholders should be

looking at how to tap into new technologies that

include, but are not limited to, arti�cial intelligence,

the Internet of Things, sensor technologies and

blockchain.”

In a recent FDA “New Era for Food Safety” public

meeting, a presentation given by McKinsey &

Company pointed out several public news releases

where blockchain technologies are being adopted by

food industry stakeholders. Some of these include:

• IBM’s Food Trust, which is bringing together food

and agricultural companies on a blockchain

traceability system.

• Walmart’s plan to require all U.S. spinach and lettuce suppliers to track products on blockchain.

• ADM, Bunge Ltd., Cargill and Louis Dreyfus companies are looking at ways to standardize and digitize global

agricultural shipping transactions using blockchain.

• Alibaba has developed a blockchain-based Food Trust framework and has �led 90 patents on blockchain

technology.

• Wipro joined the Blockchain in Transport Alliance, a member-based organization focused on transportation and

logistics with applications in food and agriculture.

T ag One, a winner of  the FDA’s T raceability Challeng e, provided blockchain traceability tools for supplement ing redient manufacturer

Cepham.

SIMPLIFYING BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEMS—FDA GETS INVOLVED

To spur interest in blockchain and other traceability technologies, FDA recently held its “New Era of Smarter Food

Safety Low- or No-Cost Tech-Enabled Traceability Challenge.” Its purpose was to call on stakeholders—including

technology providers, public health advocates, entrepreneurs and innovators from all disciplines and from around

the world—to develop traceability hardware, software or data analytics platforms that are low-cost or no-cost to

the end-user. [1]

The winning submissions covered a considerable range of use cases and consisted of a variety of approaches,

platforms and technical designs. Twelve winning teams were identi�ed, representing the U.S., Canada and New

Zealand. Factors that identi�ed top-performing submissions included practical solutions not requiring users to be

technically pro�cient, demonstration of a solution that met a clear need in food traceability, integration with

existing systems and a solution that reached all the way to the consumer.

COST AND CONNECTION ISSUES

U+ is a tech consulting �rm that provides a comprehensive set of services from ideation and market validation to

product/software development and scaling. “Blockchain technology is slowly making an entrance into the supply

chain process, but as it applies to the complexities of the food industry, its value proposition is still not clearly

established,” says Jan Beránek, CEO and founder.

Even so, there are several key blockchain players in the food tracing technology space, namely IBM’s Food Trust,

Ripe.io, FoodLogiQ and TE-Food, allowing consumers to verify the journey of their products, says Beránek. “Due to

the complexity and varied needs of each customer, some level of customization and onboarding are still required;

however, the process has been made smoother by the top players.”

“These blockchain technologies are already being utilized by many food processors. For example, TE-Food touts

6,000+ customers to track food from its origin to destination,” adds Beránek. “FoodLogiQ is working with big name

customers such as Chipotle and Whole Foods on the consumer side, and Conagra and Tyson on the processor side.

There are also blockchain companies working on other applications within the food industry, including crop

insurance, �nancial transactions and supply-chain optimization, which could help level the playing �eld for smaller

farmers and producers.”

Beránek suggests that blockchain technologies are rather costly at the bene�t of providing a layer of security to the

information on the blockchain, and many companies throughout the supply chain would need to align in order to

bene�t from such tracking. “Non-blockchain standards for safety and visibility of food supply chains such as GS1

currently exist, providing a certain level of compliance and tracking o�-chain,” says Beránek. (For more on how GS1

standards and blockchain technologies can work together, see the sidebar below.)

Got blockchain: GS1 provides the data structures

GS1 provides a system of globally recognized data standards that is integral to business supply chain applications,

such as event data, transactional data and even master data. The GS1 Standards bring structure and a harmonized

format to the data being collected and used in a supply chain, so that di�erent organizations are able to share and

understand it. Without these standards, individual entities are left to operate within their own proprietary data

systems and attempt to decipher the data they receive from one another. This silo approach to data management

carries a high risk of errors and miscommunications that can impact supply chain visibility and optimization.

That’s important, since blockchain is being used in the food industry to make product recalls more ef�icient and to

authenticate transparency claims. These bene�its would be impossible if organizations could not readily share

accurate product information, including its location and transactional events that occur during distribution. GS1

Standards help enable interoperability so the data is meaningful to all trading partners, which not only supports more

ef�icient data exchange, it also helps the industry meet growing supply chain digitization requirements like the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) proposed Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) section 204 food traceability

rule.

Think of blockchain as an immutable ledger for supply chain data that can safely live there in perpetuity, where

authorized stakeholders can access and add to the information recording a product’s movement from origin to point of

use. Pointers and hashes on the blockchain ledger can prove that the o�-chain data was not tampered with.

Now think about the data that is so securely contained on the blockchain, and how it will be used. To enable product

track-and-traceability (and facilitate ef�icient recalls when necessary), certain pieces of information are needed:

speci�ic details about the product, including unique identi�ication, batch and lot numbers, and expiration date; and

about all the touchpoints where that product has been handled through distribution, including locations and

transactions like shipping, receiving, and more. To be useful, that data must be complete and accurate, updated in real

time, and readily shared and understood by all trading partners up and down the supply chain.

That is where GS1 Standards come in. In particular, the GS1 Global Trade Item Number (GS1 GTIN) is a globally unique

identi�ication number assigned to an individual product; it includes the critical data elements mentioned above and is

embedded in a barcode for scanning at every point along the way from farm or manufacturer to the store or

restaurant where its journey ends. The standardized format enables interoperability by establishing a common

language for data exchanged between trading partners. The food industry has been using GTINs for decades to

identify products and facilitate track-and-trace capabilities.

Every facility that handles a product during distribution can also be uniquely identi�ied using a GS1 Global Location

Number (GLN), assigned by the facility owner and standardized for universal recognition. This prevents confusion that

often results from di�erent entities using their own proprietary systems or names for identi�ication; when all

stakeholders refer to products and locations in the same language, accuracy and ef�iciency are improved.

GS1’s Electronic Product Code Information Services (EPCIS) standard allows trading partners to capture and share

information about the movement of products both within their enterprise and with their business partners. Such

movements or “events” comprise four dimensions: What products are impacted? When did this time-stamped event

occur? Where was the product? And, where is it now? Why was this observed, in which process step? Implementation of

EPCIS makes it easier to track and trace products, manage inventory and satisfy regulatory requirements for accurate

information on product chain of custody and availability.

A recent seafood industry pilot study demonstrated how GS1 Standards for product identi�ication and data

communication can help industry achieve interoperability among diverse proprietary traceability systems while

leveraging blockchain, cloud or other technologies to optimize data sharing. The pilot was conducted by GS1 US in

collaboration with the Global Dialogue on Seafood Traceability (GDST), the Institute of Food Technologists (IFT), Beaver

Street Fisheries, Bumble Bee Seafoods, Chicken of the Sea, FoodLogiQ, IBM Food Trust, Insite Solutions/Norpac, ripe.io,

SAP, Walmart and Wholechain.

Using real-world data, the pilot showed how EPCIS e�ectively enables recording of the what, where, when and why of

supply-chain events, connecting multiple traceability systems. It clearly established the necessity of standards to

identify products, entities, locations, critical tracking events and key data elements to support interoperability.

“The �rst thing we would do to help our customers is determine

whether blockchain technology would provide adequate value for

their supply chain and tracking capabilit ies,” adds Beránek. “In order

to justify building or integrating a blockchain solution within their

business, it  would need to provide additional revenue, save costs,

provide a competitive advantage or meet compliance requirements. If

after the validation and market testing stages we determine that

blockchain technology would indeed be bene�cial for the current

product, we would implement it in the system architecture.”

CONNECTING WITH ERP AND MES

ERP systems can be standalone, or they can connect with blockchain

systems. “Blockchain can be a promising solution to tackle the

transparency and traceability challenge in the food and beverage

industry; however, there are other solutions that compete with

blockchain, such as ERP software that already enables end-to-end

traceability,” says Maggie Slowik, IFS global industry director –

manufacturing. IFS doesn’t o�er a blockchain solution per se; however,

it has strong industry-speci�c ERP software. This is part of the IFS

cloud solution and helps manufacturers achieve end-to-end

traceability by enabling the identi�cation of all relevant data for the

materials used in the production and distribution of �nished goods,

says Slowik.

Wholechain was named a winner of the FDA’s New

Era of Smarter Food Safety Low- to No-Cost Food

Traceability Challeng e. When non-food items—such

as perfumes—use food ing redients, traceability is

as important as food. Aveda uses Wholechain to

trace its vanilla ing redient from 450 farmers in

Madag ascar. The data informs the story behind the

vanilla, accessible throug h QR codes printed on over

125 Aveda products. Image courtesy of Wholechain

“As the industry continues exploring blockchain’s potential

applications, data standards will be vital to ensure interoperability

for the information exchange it is intended to facilitate.”

— Kevin Otto, senior director, Community Engagement, GS1 US

“While blockchain is poised to deliver new and innovative bene�ts to both businesses and consumers, it ’s important

to understand blockchain is not a silver bullet on its own,” says Marcel Koks, Infor industry & solution strategy

director for food & beverage. “The functionality, when coupled with modern enterprise resource planning (ERP)

solutions and cloud-based, multi-enterprise supply chain business networks, can greatly bene�t food and beverage

manufacturers in their e�orts to ensure the quality, safety and shelf-life of ingredients and products delivered to

consumers.”

CAT Squared, a MES solutions provider, has developed two options for processors who want to enhance supply

chain traceability by adopting distributed ledger technologies like blockchain, according to Kathy Barbeire,

marketing manager.

“CAT Squared is the �rst manufacturing execution system (MES) provider in the food industry to become an

onboarding partner for IBM Food Trust, a blockchain-enabled global network of food supply chain participants,”

says Barbeire. “This means that CAT Squared can easily onboard users of our MES system by identifying data related

to GS1 EPCIS (Electronic Product Code Information Services) events tracked within our system and contribute them

to the Food Trust blockchain.”

The MES solutions provider has also developed its own FoodTrace solution, which is a GS1- and EPCIS-based event

repository. It  enables the asynchronous capture of critical tracking events occurring along the supply chain from the

farm to processors and distributors, and all the way to retail consumers. “Our API con�guration enables the capture

of any digital signal that occurs through the life cycle of a product,” says Barbeire. “Our FoodTrace MESH application

takes this further and allows for the sharing of data across supply chain players, enhancing demand, supply and

capacity planning, and synchronization.”

All the traceability options mentioned here together make blockchain implementation much more attainable for

small and medium-size businesses to develop solutions quickly in the current blockchain environment, with room to

grow. FE

RESOURCES

[1] “The FDA New Era of Smarter Food Safety Low- or No-Cost Tech-Enabled Traceability Challenge,” FDA Website;

https://precision.fda.gov/challenges/13/results; accessed 12-01-2021.

TechTalk Podcast Episode 1: “Tech-enabled Traceability in the New Era of Smarter Food Safety;” includes transcript;

FDA Website; accessed 12-01-2021
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SAFETY

Food

 Photo courtesy of Getty Images/Dennis

Swanson - Studio 101 West Photography 

T he baking  process does not heat inclusions like nuts

and chocolate chips enoug h to properly sanitize them.

Processors should seek suppliers that include a kill step

for these inclusions.

One of the most signi�cant  and powerful statements in all of the United States collection of food regulations may

be found in 21 CFR Part 113: “Thermally Processed Low-Acid Foods Packaged in Hermetically Sealed Containers.” The

regulation clearly states that processes must be established by a “competent process authority.” The regulation also

includes the following de�nition:

Scheduled process means the process selected by the processor as adequate under the conditions of manufacture for a given

product to achieve commercial sterility. This process may be in excess of that necessary to ensure destruction of

microorganisms of public health signi�cance, and shall be at least equivalent to the process established by a competent

processing authority to achieve commercial sterility.

The regulation, which is now 50 years old, clearly mandates that thermal processes for low-acid foods in hermetically

sealed containers—which includes all manner of canned products, aseptic foods in their many packages and other

items—must be developed and properly validated by competent process authorities. In addition, these processes

must also be submitted to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for review by the agency. For a traditional canned

product, the processes will usually include critical factors like process time and temperature for each can size, �ll

weights, headspace and initial temperature. Failure to adhere to these process parameters can be deadly.

How kill-step validation protects your
products and customers

For a new low-acid product,

new package type or new

processing system, the

whole system must be

properly validated. In 1981

(Federal Register 46FR 2342,

January 9, 1981), the FDA

approved the use of

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)

for use as a sterilant for

packaging materials. This

opened the door for the

introduction of a whole raft

of equipment suppliers for

aseptic processing to look to

the U.S. market.

Soy sauce is lethal to pathog ens and even spoilag e org anisms. T his table shows how the product is

not only bacteriostatic but also bacteriocidal. Kataoka, S. (2005), Functional E�ects of Japanese-Style

Fermented Soy Sauce (Shoyu) and its Components, J. Bioscience and Bioengineering, Vol. 100:3, p. 227-234

However, although these technologies were being used in Europe, they had to be properly validated for use in the

U.S. This meant that microbiologists and processing experts had to work together to establish the necessary

processes. And, it  entailed determining the surrogates that were to be used in lieu of Clostridium botulinum, plus

establishing and properly documenting the procedures to sterilize (and maintain sterility) of the packaging

materials, the �lling area and the product itself. Researchers at the National Food Processors Association determined

that Bacillus subtilis and Bacillus stearothermophilus could be used as surrogates. These organisms were then used

to establish the necessary parameters to properly sterilize the packaging materials (paperboard or plastic

depending upon the system) and to ensure that the �lling area could be sterilized.

KILL STEP STRATEGY

These examples provide information on how processes are developed for low-acid foods in hermetically sealed

containers. These processes constitute a “kill-step,” which is perhaps the best tool that food processors have in their

toolbox to ensure consumer safety. What makes this type of food so safe is that the kill step occurs in the �nal

processing step, that is, when the product is in the container. There is very little chance for contamination of the

processed product with either a pathogen or a spoilage organism. I say “very little” because contamination does

happen. Canned foods will leak and spoil, and there have even been incidents when canned products have su�ered

post-process contamination with Clostridium botulinum resulting in a botulism outbreak. This occurred back in 1981

with canned salmon from Alaska.

Unfortunately, not all food products available to the public around the world are processed in their �nal package.

The process may include a kill step, but there are handling steps after the process has been delivered that may

result in contamination with potential pathogens or spoilage organisms. The two kinds of pathogens of greatest

concern when it comes to post-process contamination of Ready-to-Eat (RTE) products are the various strains of

salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes. These are also the focus of the environmental monitoring programs that so

many companies have adopted to protect their products and customers, and in response to the Preventive Controls

for Human Food regulation found in 21 CFR Part 117.

Frozen vegetables bearing on-package validated cooking instructions

are considered not-ready-to-eat (NRTE) foods.

There has been a great deal of work in the food industry to develop the necessary validation data to establish kill

steps for di�erent products. Kudos to the American Institute of Baking and other processors who have done

yeoman’s service in validating many of the traditional baking and frying processes for foods. This work demonstrated

that the baked foods that so many have enjoyed for ages are safe with one caveat: the inclusions. Many baked foods

include additives such as nuts, whole grains or chocolate chips. The baking processes do not heat these inclusions

enough to properly sanitize them. The answer for processors who incorporate inclusions into their baked goods is to

be sure that they purchase ingredients in which the supplier’s process includes a kill step.

According to Dr. Sanjay Gummalla, the senior VP of Scienti�c A�airs for the American Frozen Food Institute (AFFI),

AFFI has done considerable work to evaluate the e�cacy of blanching as a potential kill step. The organization has

conducted blanching studies to validate time and temperature parameters that achieve speci�ed pathogen lethality

in a variety of frozen vegetables. Frozen vegetable processors also implement e�ective sanitation and robust

environmental monitoring programs to contend with the risk of post-lethality contamination by environmental

pathogens such as Listeria monocytogenes.

It  should be noted that, while the blanching studies do establish at least a 5-log reduction of these pathogens such

as salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes, frozen vegetables bearing on-package validated cooking instructions are

considered not-ready-to-eat (NRTE) foods. These food preparation instructions must be followed to ensure safe

consumption of NRTE frozen vegetables.

FORMULATION

The last issue that processors should examine when it comes to food safety is formulation. There are a number of

foods that are lethal to pathogens and even spoilage organisms. One such product is soy sauce (see Table 2 above)

which clearly shows how the product is not only bacteriostatic but also bacteriocidal. It  will behoove some

processors to conduct such inoculated studies should they feel that their products are bacteriocidal. For products

that have such a characteristic, environmental monitoring is not mandatory.

Incorporating a kill step into a process for any food product will help to ensure the safety of the product. Kill steps

are designed to eliminate microbial hazards that are identi�ed during the hazard analysis. The kill step should be

validated by the processors who ideally should utilize the expertise of a competent process authority. This individual

must develop and validate the parameters needed to ensure the production of a safe food, which may also entail

utilizing surrogates that simulate the characteristics of the target pathogen. This is a task for the expert and the

expert alone. Be sure that you take the time to do it right.

Lastly, the food industry needs people with this expertise. They should look to the food science departments around

the world and, hopefully, those departments that o�er such an education have either a pilot plant so students can

get hands-on experience, and/or internship programs that provide the students with an opportunity to get out in

the �eld. FE
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REPORTS

Field

When the UK-based pre-fried and frozen potato producer Agristo was looking to expand its production, they turned

to Ajax Equipment—a company that supplied the �rst three mixers at the potato plant.

According to Eddie McGee, managing director at Ajax Equipment, “Ajax has worked with Agristo over a number of

years to re�ne its mixers to suit local site needs and enhance the production of Agristo’s potato products.”

In 2015, the potato maker used one of Ajax’s hire machines to test various product combinations and handling

requirements. The resulting feedback allowed Ajax to scale up the mixer’s design, producing a stainless steel

continuous twin-paddle mixer with a specially pro�led casing for the most e�ective operation. The fourth mixer

supplied continues this development, using Agristo’s experience with their existing machines and Ajax’s expertise to

enhance mixing performance, according to McGee.

The stainless steel, twin-screw mixer uses a combination of paddle and Lyn�ow ribbon screw geometry to provide

gentle mixing to grated potato and various additives, including �avorings, to produce a range of potato products

with negligible damage to the ingredients.

Fourth Ajax potato mixer expands capacity at Agristo

Potato producer mixes it up with
new equipment

When it needed to ramp up production, Ag risto installed its

fourth mixer from Ajax Equipment. T he stainless steel, twin-

screw mixer uses a combination of  paddle and Lyn�ow ribbon

screw g eometry to provide g entle mixing  to g rated potato and

various additives. Photo courtesy of Ajax Equipment

Twin-screw mixers are made up of two rotating,

intermeshing screws operating within a pro�led casing.

The screw arrangement consists of a series of paddles

arranged to form a discontinuous helix, a pair of ribbons

forming a helix or a combination of the two. All of these

options combine the ingredients, working them together

in a zone between the two shafts while at the same time

driving the material axially along the machine as the shafts

rotate. The variables of the screw design, paddle size and

shape, and angle of the blades, as well as operating

parameters—including material loading and speed of

rotation—o�er a high degree of �exibility and control over

the mixing process. This enables each mixer to be tailored

to the ingredients involved and degree of mixing required.

The continuous mixer has a range of hygienic features.

The mixer’s casing and covers have a smooth �gure-eight

pro�le to ensure there are no “dead” areas for product to

accumulate, and counterbalanced covers o�er easy access.

The mixer also holds water, making it easy to agitate the

screws within the casing, which e�ectively becomes a bath

for a cleaning cycle. Once cleaning is complete, the mixer’s

gentle incline ensures it fully drains. FE
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PROTEIN REPORT

Alternative

 Photo

courtesy of Getty

Images/carlosgaw

Many consumers perceive

plants as healthier than

animal products, says Ernst &

Young 's Rob Dong oski.

It’s no surprise that alternative meat products are popping up everywhere these days. In fact, they have grown so

much that data by Ernst & Young predicts alternative meat could see 40% market share by volume by 2040 in the 

United States.

Another good predictor: GFI recently awarded $5 million to boost research into alternative proteins, in an e�ort to

help meet overarching climate goals. One thing is certain: alternative protein is being reimagined at a global scale.

Rob Dongoski, Ernst & Young Food and Agribusiness Leader, says the protein system is transforming and believes it

will o�er opportunities to help address some of the world’s most pressing challenges, from decarbonization, to

restoring ecosystems, to reducing circular and bio-based materials.

There are three di�erent types of alternative protein for meat replacement: plant-based, which we see most in the

market today; cultured products, which aren’t readily available yet and we don't know much about; and fermentation,

says Dongoski.

Consumers are now familiar with the simple plant-based burger, and it seems to be getting some traction. “Still, I’m

not sure consumers completely understand what they’re eating and I think they continue to dig in to ask, where does

my food come from? How is it  treated?” Dongoski says.

To discuss the move to alternative protein, we need to know why consumers make the choice. Most of it , Dongoski

notes, is curiosity. Also, there are vegetarians who perhaps see this as a great alternative to experience the meat

taste. And then there are vegans and vegetarians who chose the lifestyle for reasons like environmental care and

animal welfare.

Alternative proteins are evolving into di�erent product types

The protein system transformation

KRISTEN KAZARIAN, MANAGING EDITOR

“I think we’ve got a lot of room to grow—40% by 2040 is a lot of

innovation between now and then.”

Consumers push food and beverage trends, but what else is driving the market? There is a push today for more

clean consumption in the foods we eat. “Consumers de�nitely want to eat more plants than ever before. I think it ’s

the perception that plants are healthier than their animal counterparts,” explains Dongoski.

Drivers also include the idea that plant protein is fresher and healthier than its animal counterparts, Dongoski adds.

There is a rise also in overall protein consumption (more than carbs) so even animal-based will push demand.

Sustainability is another driving force, with no greenhouse gas emissions and so forth.

“There is de�nitely room for improvement with animal agriculture by using water better, using digesters to control

emissions, etc. without even discussing alternative proteins,” Dongoski says.

Generation to generation, the younger Gen Z and millennials care less about housing and cars, for example, than

their older counterparts. Boomers and Gen Xers grew up where food was about nourishment, and their goal was to

�ll out the old food pyramid. Food is more fascinating to the younger generations. And with social media, Instagram-

worthy food posts and the like, it ’s quite popular. Having a meal out is a big deal with unique foods, small plates and

getting into the “in” places.

"Food is becoming a status. If you go to Aldi, you’ll see some alternative proteins on the shelf, but Whole Foods and

the like have a lot of di�erent products in di�erent forms where most are small brands," observes Dongoski.

“Consumers are really interested in small brands. They feel like if they buy a small brand and they've got a farmer on

the package and there's a story about that farmer and how they run their farm and the values they live and the

family they have—that’s appealing to today’s consumer,” he explains. “On one side it 's about plant-based and fresh

and some of that, but the other side I think is about small food. Unfortunately for big food brands it 's kind of guilt

by association. Big food falls into an institutional category and consumers have a very low level of trust for

institutions in today's environment.”

Dongoski concludes, “I think we’ve got a lot of room to grow; 40% by 2040 is a lot of innovation between now and

then.” FE
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UV sterilization technology works successfully in water treatment plants and

HVAC systems, but milk and juices too?

Novel 'raslysation' technique works
with non-clear/opaque liquids

LAST YEAR THIS COLUMN FEATURED two methods of pasteurization that could be applied to liquid products,

including milk and/or juices.(“Novel Pasteurization Technique Extends Shelf Life of Milk,” September 2021 and

“Shear technology uses homogenization and ultrahigh pressure to improve quality, kill bacteria,” July 2021.) Both

of these methods used novel ways of applying a short duration heat and/or pressure treatment to achieve an

e�ective sterilization/pasteurization without changing the delicate �avors of the product.

This month is a look at a novel “raslysation” (the inventor’s name for roughly, a cold sterilization) technique that

can be used to pasteurize milk and other non-transparent liquids. The sterilization process uses a newly

patented ultraviolet (UV) source. The UV-based technology is claimed to use typically 90% less energy and more

than 60% less water than traditional heating/cooling pasteurization processes. Sounds simple, but not so much.

You may very well be familiar with UV light sources used to sterilize air �ows in HVAC systems or to kill bacteria

and other germs in water treatment systems, but to work in nearly opaque liquids seems a daunting challenge.

I must admit that I was skeptical at �rst, knowing that several attempts have been made for UV pasteurization

of non-clear liquids in the past. Lyras, founded by CEO Rasmus Mortensen, got its start in Denmark (Northern

Jutland) in 2017. Mortensen set out to prove that a sustainable non-thermal pasteurization process was

possible, and that it could work e�ectively with these di�cult liquids.

The research and development process behind this non-thermal pasteurization process took three years, but

Mortensen—with the help of extensive consultation from a range of stakeholders in the dairy and juice industry,

academia, health experts and specialists—proved the development of this non-thermal pasteurization process

could be successful. Now, Mortensen claims that this technology can treat most liquid products, regardless of

transparency and product type. I spoke with Mortensen to get a clearer picture of this UV technology.

Rasmus Mortensen, CEO, Lyras.

Control cabinet screen lets users make adjustments on the

process. Photo courtesy of Lyras

Mortensen: I did all the wrong things. I started the company in my apartment and basically isolated myself for six

months designing a commercial prototype. I didn´t reach out for any help on how to start a business, though I knew

nothing about it. It  was mind-bogglingly boring being alone in the apartment. 20/20 hindsight—I should have

sought all the help I could have gotten. But I was too caught up in designing the system. However, after the �rst six

months alone I started to network more and found my co-founders, who then joined Lyras, which was a blessing.

FE: How did you come up with this idea? What was your

inspiration?

Rasmus Mortensen: During my studies as an environmental

engineer, my master’s thesis was concerned with �nding a

new and sustainable treatment method for raw milk.

During my project I applied several di�erent known

technologies—for example HPP (high-pressure processing)

and PEF (pulsed electric �eld)—but I found that UV-light

was what had the best e�ect while doing the least harm to

the product being treated. I combined the UV-light with

light �lters, as I saw that some wavelengths had negative

e�ect on the product quality. So I wanted to �lter these

wavelengths out to get the most gentle treatment

possible.

FE: Once you had this idea of a UV cold pasteurization

process, what help did you enlist to turn this idea into

reality?

FE: Obviously, others have no doubt thought of applying UV to sterilize non-clear liquids in the past, but came up

with some formidable obstacles to overcome. So what were the obstacles facing your development of a

successful non-thermal pasteurization process?

Mortensen: Many have previously tried to solve these obstacles but have simply not tried the right combination of a

turbulent �ow in the liquid and a �lter to assure that the entirety of the liquid was exposed to the UV-light, but only

exposed just enough and by only the useful wavelengths.

In the past, many have given up because just as with heat, the more you treat the liquid, the more o�-�avors

develop.

If you do not assure that the treatment is done correctly, there will be some parts of the product that are over

exposed to the UV-light and others that are not at all exposed. Thereby the products will no longer taste as good

and the shelf life will not be very long.

That is where our raslysation technology has succeeded. It is the perfect combination of e�ciency and gentle

treatment that ensures that the product is perfectly treated every time.

FE: How did you overcome these obstacles?

Mortensen: I went into the lab and tried many di�erent setups. None of them worked. In fact, I had to postpone my

thesis by half a year to get it to work. Luckily, I �nally struck gold, and I achieved a log-4 reduction in a new setup. I

remember going to my professor’s o�ce to tell him about the new results. He looked at me and said that when I �rst

presented him the idea of my thesis project he thought that it was a very good idea, because it combined biology,

chemistry and mechanical engineering so well. But he never thought I would get it to work.

FE: How is your process di�erent than the UV used in

HVAC and water sterilization systems? How to you get

UV light to work e�ectively with these more opaque

liquids?

Mortensen: A liquid such as milk is almost impenetrable

by light. Therefore, by ensuring a constant turbulent �ow,

we can be certain that every little particle in the milk is

carried out to the light source. What makes raslysation

unique is the technology´s ability to treat opaque liquids

without being able to shine the light into the liquid.

Instead, we use a coil, and by utilizing the centrifugal

forces, we get the particles to travel to the outer surfaces

of the coil where they will be exposed to the light.

FE: It seems the technology uses less energy than other

heating/pressure processes. Was this just serendipity, or

was it your clear intent to make a pasteurization

process that uses less energy than conventional

heat/pressure-based systems?

Mortensen: I founded the company solely because I did an

energy calculation that showed the enormous energy

savings this technology brings to the table. Combining

that with higher product quality and less water usage

meant founding the company was really a no brainer. My

biggest fear was that the technology would end up in a

drawer at the university, never to be used.

T he Lyras Model CPS can be used for hig hly opaque liquids with

low UV-transmittance, which require lig ht �lter technolog y. Photo

courtesy of Lyras

FE: How does your process work? What did you have to do make it applicable to non-clear/dense liquids?

Mortensen: We use a conventional UV-light source combined with a light �lter and a coil shaped tube. This way we

only use one germicidal wavelength to treat the liquids, and the coil shape creates a turbulent �ow that allows us to

treat opaque liquids. We can treat both hot and cold liquids, so the process is non-thermal. However, as you know,

normally UV-light is not able to kill microorganisms in opaque liquids, so we wanted to give the technology a new

name. We wanted a name that explains that this is not a conventional UV system, and it is not a cold process either.

So, we have decided to call the technology raslysation.

FE: I see you have two types of systems, the CPS and LTUV, respectively for highly opaque liquids and for low-

transparency liquids. What’s the di�erence?

Mortensen: The CPS, our �agship product, is able to treat any liquid no matter how sensitive the liquid is. That is

because it has our specially designed light �lter implemented. These light �lters sort out all the wavelengths that

are not bene�cial to our treatment, and thereby ensure the gentlest treatment of liquid products on the market and

the best reduction in bacteria, spores, virus and fungi. This is all while still ensuring that the naturally occurring

nutrients, vitamins and proteins in the product go unharmed, and thereby can bene�t the end consumer.

The LTUV, on the other hand, is meant for liquids that are easier to shine light through, and therefore, can handle

larger �ows. However, this unit does not incorporate our specially designed light �lters since it is meant for liquids

that are not sensitive to UV-light, such as process water or brine.

FE: So what are the liquids that can be treated successfully with CPS or LTUV systems? Do these systems kill

bacteria, viruses and spores? Are there any noticeable changes to the quality, taste or color of the liquid

beverage?

Mortensen: It  depends on the product. However, during the treatment, you eradicate any organism containing RNA

or DNA, whether it be bacteria, spores, virus or fungi. Because the treatment is so gentle and the energy input into

the liquid kept to a minimum, the nutrients, vitamins and proteins in the product are not harmed.

Regarding taste, if we concentrate on raw milk, we have zero changes to the milk when we give a comparable

treatment as HTST pasteurization. That means that when we kill as many bacteria as in normal pasteurization we

have no e�ect on taste. However, “the trees do not grow into the skies.” (Ed note: From a German proverb, Bäume

wachsen nicht in den Himmel, meaning there are natural limits to improvement.) If we, for example, aim to get the

same bacterial reduction as in a UHT treatment, we will get some o�-�avors.

“I started the company in my apartment and basically isolated

myself for six months designing a commercial prototype.”

—Rasmus Mortensen, CEO, Lyras

FE: What volumes of liquid can these systems treat per hour? Are they scalable? How do you scale them up?

Mortensen: These units are easily scalable. A standard CPS unit can handle from 1.2 to 30 metric tons per hour and

scaling the production capacity up is just a matter of attaching more units in line.

FE: Is there any other ancillary equipment that is required to use CPS or LTUV?

Mortensen: A feeding unit will be necessary to run the system, but otherwise, it  just requires minor adjustments to

get the plant running.

All that is needed to install the unit is a power socket as well as an inlet and outlet for the liquid product. The

system can be implemented into any control system being used at the site.

FE: How does CPS or LTUV �t into a production line—either software and/or hardware?

Mortensen: The systems function with any automation software and any system. We prefer our systems to be

implemented as the �rst point of entry at any production site. In doing so, it  ensures the product has been well

treated from the beginning and can thereafter be used for its purpose with little additional processing.

FE: Is this equipment available now? Is it available in the U.S., Canada, Mexico and Europe?

Mortensen: We do already have plants installed in Denmark, Spain, Australia, Sweden and the U.S. These di�erent

units work on a multitude of di�erent products, including cheese milk, whey, milk for consumption, juice and even

blood plasma for animal feed.

FE: Are you looking for partners—in terms of organizations or distributors?

Mortensen: From the beginning, we have always believed that if you want to get somewhere in this world you have

to get partners that know more than you do yourself. You can’t be the best at everything, so you need to have

specialized partners. This project has been a collaboration by a multitude of di�erent entities, and we could not

have made it this far without bringing in the most knowledgeable people within each of their �elds. Therefore, we

will always be interested in hearing if someone believes that they can help propel us to the next level. FE
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Percentag e of  consumers using

functional food and beverag es daily

as a result of  the pandemic.

33%

In billions, this is the amount of

North American sales of  chocolate

annually—No. 2 in the market

g lobally.

$20.7

Source: Dawn Foods 2022 Flavor Trends Report. Photo courtesy of Dawn Foods

Dawn Foods reveals flavor trend predictions for 2022

According to bakery ingredients supplier Dawn Foods’ “2022 Flavor Trends Report,” identi�ied from research, culinary

and category insights in 2021, consumers are looking for all things chocolate, upgraded comfort, more sensorial tastes,

immune boosts, co�ee and tea, and global inspiration.

The report shows that 71% of North American consumers want to try new chocolate �avors, including black cocoa, gold

chocolate and ruby chocolate, which are followed by the old standbys: milk and dark chocolate.

Driven by the COVID-19 pandemic, consumers want everything comfort related, including treats that are familiar but

now with a twist. These �avor considerations include s’mores, classic soda �avors, birthday cake, PB&J, cookies ’n cream,

butterscotch, cotton candy, cookie butter and salted caramel. The report �inds that 72% of North American consumers

agree that treats are an important part of life to deliver emotional well-being.

Consumers want to intensify their sensorial experience when eating sweets with ingredients like cayenne pepper and

whiskey, the latter of which has seen a 15% menu growth over the past four years, according to the data they have

studied.

The report also shows that 60% of global consumers are looking for products that support their immune health during

the COVID-19 era, representing a trend of more people seeking out products with great tastes and functional

ingredients like citrus fruits, turmeric and ginger. Other �avor considerations are apple cider vinegar and green tea.

Speaking of tea, the report reveals that tea �avors such as lavender, lemon, �oral, chai and pumpkin are being infused

into desserts more often as well as co�ee �avors such as latte, mocha and espresso. There has been a 57.9% four-year

menu growth for lavender; 27.8% four-year menu growth for chai; and 21.7% four-year menu growth for latte.

Finally, new tastes and ingredients from global ethnic cuisines are growing among consumers, including �avors such

as moringa, mochi, ginseng, turmeric, ginger, cacao, yuzu and matcha. About 33% of consumers eat ethnic cuisine at

least once each week and nearly a third are willing to pay more if it is authentic, according to the report.

“What makes raslysation unique is the technology´s ability to treat

opaque liquids without being able to shine the light into the liquid.”

—Rasmus Mortensen, founder and CEO, Lyras

Photo courtesy of Getty Images/Petar Chernaev

6 trends shaping consumer product innovation in F&B

Tate & Lyle PLC, a global provider of food and beverage solutions and ingredients, revealed six key trends that are

shaping consumer product innovation in the food and beverage market.

“By understanding how values, behaviors and appetites are changing, and the drivers behind these shifts, food and

beverage brands can launch products that meet the needs of consumers today and better anticipate how these will

evolve,” said Beth Nieman Hacker, market research director at Tate & Lyle.

The company’s global market research team conducted its own consumer research, studied hundreds of papers and

data points and, together with their commercial teams worldwide, identi�ied the following key trends driving

consumer purchases:

Transparency—increasing numbers of consumers are seeking healthy food and beverage products they can trust and

want to know the source of the ingredients in those products. The clean label movement continues to evolve, moving

from all-natural claims to communicating how products are made1.

Plant-Based—Consumers are focused on health and sustainability, opting for products that are better for them and

better for the planet. They are drawn to products that are plant-based because positive health outcomes and

environmental impacts are associated with plant-based eating2.

Sugar Reduction—Consumers are looking for ways to get healthy and stay healthy. One recommendation to achieve

better health is to reduce the amount of sugar in their diet. However, consumers are torn between reducing sugar and

maintaining a great taste experience3.

Gut Health—Globally, consumers are not getting enough �iber daily. Fiber helps support gut health and consumers

are interested in getting more of it in their diet. As awareness of gut health and the bene�its a healthy gut can provide

continues to grow, more consumers will look for products with gut health bene�its4.

Convenience—Consumers are digitally connected and time poor, seeking ease, ef�iciency and instant grati�ication

from the products they buy, including food and beverages. While convenient products meet the needs of global

consumers amidst their busier, more stressful lives, this presents formulation challenges for manufacturers5.

Better-for-you Snacking—Snacking is an important meal occasion; however, consumers are prioritizing their health.

“Better for you” snacking products are an obvious choice to meet consumers’ health needs6.

Resources

[1] 84% read ingredient labels, globally. Tate & Lyle Proprietary Research, 2020, 14 countries, percentages are “always”

or “sometimes”

[2] 48% of consumers say that they have changed their diets in the last two years in order to lead a more sustainable

lifestyle. GlobalData 2020 Market Pulse Survey, Asia Paci�ic and Latin American, September 2020

[3] 58% of consumers say healthfulness has an impact on buying food and beverages. International Food Information

Council Foundation, 2021 Food & Health Survey, April 2020

[4] 53% of global consumers plan to eat or drink more �iber. T&L Global Consumer Ingredient Perception Research, 14

countries, 2020

[5] 91% of global consumers are interested in products that save them time and e�ort. GlobalData Trend Sights 2020

[6] 55% of global consumers say that they expect snacks to o�er a nutritional boost. FMCG Gurus, January 2021, Global
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